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Abstract 
A viscosity sensor based on the nonlinear behaviour of a microcantilever embedded in a self-
excitation loop with an adjustable phase-shifter is proposed. The self-sustained oscillation 
frequencies of the cantilever are experimentally and theoretically investigated as functions of the fluid 
viscosity and of the imposed phase shift of the signal along the self-excitation loop. The sensor 
performance is validated experimentally using different water-glycerol solutions. In contrast to 
existing rheological sensors, the proposed platform can be tuned to work in two different modes: a 
high-sensitivity device whose oscillation frequency changes smoothly with the rheological properties 
of the fluid or a critical viscosity threshold detector, where, for small changes in fluid viscosity, there 
is a step change in oscillation frequency.  
 
Micromechanical resonators have been proposed as promising mass or rheological sensors, capable of 
unprecedented sensitivities and operating with extremely small volumes of fluid1,2. However, the 
standard external excitation of these sensors vibrating in viscous fluids is typically associated with 
low quality factors (Q) and the presence of undesired vibration modes3,4. More recently, strategies 
where the microresonator is embedded in a feedback loop proved to be very effective in mitigating 
these limitations and in achieving a more selective frequency response of the resonator. These 
feedback strategies include the use of self-excitation circuits5,6 or parametric resonance7,8, which 
allowed the use of the microresonator for imaging6,9 or as a mass sensor10. One of the main drawbacks 
of the feedback loop approaches is the presence of multiple sources of nonlinearities1,2,9-11, which can 
cause poorly-understood phenomena. In particular, it has been highlighted that the microcantilever 
dynamic response is strongly affected by the delay present in the feedback loop12,14.  
In this work it is shown how the nonlinear dynamics of a cantilever embedded in a feedback loop with 
an adjustable phase-shifter can be used as a high-sensitivity or threshold rheological sensor. The 
frequencies of the oscillations in the feedback loop are studied as a function of the viscosity of 
different water-glycerol solutions and the delay that is introduced in the loop by the phase-shifter. 
A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1(a). The cantilever motion is acoustically 
excited using a dither piezo and the resulting deflection is measured using a four-quadrant detector 
connected to a R9 controller (RHK Technology). The measured deflection is fed to an electronic 
circuit (Elbatech srl) composed of an adjustable phase-shifter, a gain and a saturator. The output 
voltage of these elements is connected to the dither piezo. The deflection signal is also fed to a 
spectrum analyser embedded in the R9 controller to measure the oscillation frequency of the 
cantilever. The configuration shown in Fig. 1(a) induces self-sustained stable oscillations of the 
cantilever. These oscillations result from the balance between the feedback gain, which constantly 
amplifies the motion of the cantilever (inducing unstable exponentially growing trajectories), and the 
nonlinear saturation, which limits the system trajectories and stabilizes the system dynamics on stable 
self-sustained oscillations with a certain frequency and amplitude5,14. The frequency and amplitude of 
the oscillation guarantee that the gain of the loop is unitary and that the total phase shift around the 
feedback loop is an integer multiple of 2π radians14,15. 
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The total delay 𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑡 (indicated in Fig. 1(a)) accounts for the intrinsic delay due to the propagation of 
the electrical signals across the electronic components and to elastic waves in the cantilever and probe 
holder materials. In addition to this delay, the adjustable phase-shifter that is inserted in the loop 
(detailed in Fig. 1(b), with the respective transfer function) allows users to shift the phase between the 
dither piezo excitation and the cantilever deflection by adjusting the potentiometer R2. The phase shift 
induced by the phase-shifter is, at most, π radians. Finally, the polarity of the voltage applied to the 
terminals of the dither piezo can also be inverted (p = ±1, Fig. 1(a)), allowing an additional phase shift 
of π radians to the signal. A more detailed description of this setup is reported in ref. 14. 
In conclusion, the sweep of the values of R2, added to the inversion of polarity in the piezo, allows the 
signal along the loop to be shifted by a complete oscillation period (2π radians) in a controlled 
manner. The total phase shift around the feedback loop must be an integer multiple of 2π radians for 
self-sustained oscillations to exist14,15. Therefore, the cantilever will naturally adjust its phase (and 
hence its oscillation frequency) to compensate for the overall phase imposed by the adjustable phase-
shifter, the fixed polarity and the intrinsic total delay of the setup.  
 
 
 Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. The deflection signal of the cantilever vibrating in water-
glycerol solutions passes through the phase-shifter, gain and saturator of the feedback loop, and is fed back to 
the excitation piezo as a voltage. (b) Architecture of the phase-shifter and its transfer function. The shift 
imposed by the phase-shifter in the loop is ∠(𝑃𝑆(𝜔)) = −2𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝜔𝑅2𝐶2), where 𝜔 is the loop self-
oscillation frequency. 
 
For the experiments, two cantilevers (ACST by AppNano and CLFC-A by Bruker) were immersed in 
eight water-glycerol solutions with different viscosities (ranging from pure water, 𝜂 ≈ 0.0010𝑃𝑎𝑠, to 
G50 (solution of 50% (v/v)), 𝜂 ≈ 0.0084𝑃𝑎𝑠, at room temperature (20ºC)16), and the loop self- 
oscillation frequencies were recorded while the value of the potentiometer R2 was systematically 
reduced from 10.12 to 0 kΩ. The polarity on the terminals of the piezo was then inverted and the 
sweep of R2 repeated, while recording the probe oscillation frequency.  
Fig. 2 presents the experimental results for the case where R2 is systematically reduced while 
operating in solutions of fixed viscosity. The self-oscillation frequencies of cantilever CLFC-A in the 
water-glycerol solutions are shown as a function of the value of the potentiometer R2 for the two 
polarities applied on the piezo.  The left panel shows the case of the non-inverted polarity (p = 1), 
where the sweep of R2 causes the cantilever phase to move in the interval [0, −𝜋] radians. It can be 
observed that the oscillation frequencies are weakly affected by changes in R2 (and, consequently, in 
cantilever phase), but strongly dependent on the viscosity of the fluid. For high values of R2 there is a 
steep continuous increase of the oscillation frequencies and the dependence on the fluid viscosity 
collapses.  
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When the polarity on the piezo is inverted (p = -1, right panel), the cantilever phase is forced to move 
in the interval [−𝜋,−2𝜋] radians. In this case, no clear dependence on the fluid viscosity is observed, 
but a sudden transition from low to high oscillation frequencies occurs for specific values of R214. The 
inset highlights that this sudden transition occurs at distinct values of R2 in water and G15 solutions. 
The cantilever phase depends on the viscosity of the medium and, therefore, the phase-shifter needs to 
impose different shifts in the loop in order to achieve the required phase shift of 2π radians (refer to 
the Supplementary Material for further details).  
The results shown in Fig. 2 suggest the possibility of using this platform in two different modes: first, 
as a continuous viscosity sensor, where different fluid viscosities induce a measurable shift of the 
oscillation frequency (left panel) and second, as a threshold viscosity sensor, where the oscillation 
frequency suddenly transitions for small changes of phase in the loop (right panel).  
 
 
Figure 2. Oscillation frequency of cantilever CLFC-A as a function of the fluid viscosities and values of R2, for 
two different polarities. Left: dependency on fluid viscosity; Right: sudden transition of the oscillation 
frequency at a particular value of R2. The dashed arrows indicate cuts of constant R2, as presented in Fig. 3. 
 
These two modes are illustrated in Fig. 3, where the oscillation frequencies of the self-excited probe 
are plotted against the viscosity of the media16, for the case of non-inverted polarity (Fig. 3(a), 
continuous sensor) and inverted polarity (Fig. 3(b), threshold sensor). Fig. 3(a) shows that the 
oscillation frequencies of the loop decrease with the viscosity of the medium, for constant values of 
potentiometer R2. Conversely, Fig. 3(b) shows that far from the sudden transition (green circles, R2 = 
4.0 kΩ), the oscillation frequencies are independent of fluid viscosity (in accordance with the right 
panel of Fig. 2). More interestingly, close to the transition region, the oscillation frequency of the 
system immersed in G5 can be at either side of the transition (high or low frequencies), depending on 
the chosen value of R2. As the transition location depends on the viscosity of the medium (as seen in 
the inset of Fig. 2), given a certain critical value of viscosity, the sensor could be tuned (by R2) to 
oscillate very close to the transition point so that even a small alteration in viscosity will trigger the 
transition, producing a sharp change in oscillation frequency. 
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Figure 3. Two types of viscosity sensor in cantilever CLFC-A. (a) Continuous-sensor, where the oscillation 
frequency depends on the fluid viscosity; (b) Threshold-sensor, where the sudden transition in oscillation 
frequency can be used to monitor small changes in viscosity. The concentration of each solution is indicated 
near to the corresponding symbols. 
 
The experimental results, discussed above, were modelled using two alternative strategies. First, the 
equation of motion of the cantilever in the feedback loop is numerically simulated in the time domain 
using Simulink, as detailed in ref. 14. The second strategy (described in detail in the Supplementary 
Material) is a frequency domain approach which analytically solves the phase condition for the 
existence of self-sustained oscillations in the loop. In both strategies, the cantilever is modelled as a 
harmonic oscillator subjected to Sader’s hydrodynamic forcing17-19. 
Fig. 4 presents a set of experimental and modelled results for the ACST cantilever. The top panels 
show the measured oscillation frequencies of the ACST cantilever immersed in different water-
glycerol solutions as a function of R2 and p. Two regimes are shown for the case of continuous-sensor 
case (Fig. 4(a), non-inverted polarity) and threshold-sensor case (Fig. 4(b), inverted polarity).  
The symbols represent the measured experimental data, while the dashed-dotted lines show the results 
from the Simulink model. The inset in Fig. 4(b) highlights how the location of the transition depends 
on the viscosity of the medium. The dynamic Simulink model captures the experimentally observed 
behaviour, both in the continuous and the threshold mode. The values of viscosity and density of the 
solutions (from ref. 16) are required as inputs to the model, together with the measured value for the 
total delay 𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 9.5𝜇𝑠 (detailed in ref. 14). 
The second modelling strategy finds an analytical dependence between the cantilever oscillation 
frequency in the feedback loop and the viscosity of the medium, for each fixed set of experimental 
conditions (values of R2 and 𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑡). The lines plotted in the bottom panels of Fig. 4 correspond to 
solutions of the equation: 
 
√𝜂 =
−𝑌±√𝑌2+4𝑋𝑍
2𝑋
,                               (1) 
 
where 𝑋 = 𝐿𝑓𝑜𝑠𝑐𝑏2𝜋
2, 𝑌 = (𝑏1 − 𝑎2𝑥)𝐿𝑊√𝑓𝑜𝑠𝑐
3𝜋5𝜌 and 𝑍 = −𝑥𝑘 + 𝑥(2𝜋𝑓𝑜𝑠𝑐)
2 (𝑚 +
𝜋
4
𝜌𝐿𝑊2𝑎1) − 2𝜋𝑓𝑜𝑠𝑐𝑐. In these expressions 𝜂 and 𝜌 are the fluid viscosity and density, and a1, a2, b1 
and b2 are constants used to describe the hydrodynamic force17-19. The cantilever geometry is 
represented by its width W and length L. The dynamical response of the probe is characterized by 𝑚, 
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𝑘 and 𝑐 which represent the cantilever mass, spring constant and intrinsic damping coefficient. 
Finally, 𝑓𝑜𝑠𝑐 is the self-sustained oscillation frequency, and 𝑥 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝜑𝑐𝑡), where 𝜑𝑐𝑡 is the phase of 
the cantilever working in the feedback-loop, and depends on the total phase shift introduced by the 
phase-shifter and total delay of the system. The detailed derivation of this analytical equation is 
reported in the Supplementary Material. Only real and positive values of 𝜂 are considered when 
plotting eq. (1). It is worth noting the similarity of these curves with the experimental data shown in 
Fig. 3. 
Fig. 4(c) (bottom left) shows plots of eq. (1) for different fixed values of the potentiometer R2 and 
non-inverted polarity, where the system acts as a continuous-sensor. There is a one-to-one dependence 
between the closed-loop oscillation frequency and the fluid viscosity. As shown in Fig. 4(c), fixing 
the value of viscosity of the water (𝜂 ≈ 0.0010𝑃𝑎𝑠16), and looking for the crossings with the plots of 
eq. (1) (red circles), the oscillation frequencies of the system can be determined. These frequencies 
are then plotted in the upper panel (Fig. 4(a) – red circles, for the corresponding value of R2) and show 
a good agreement with both the experimental data and the predicted results from the Simulink model. 
Note also that, for low values of R2, the plots of eq. (1) are convex, meaning that the oscillation 
frequency decreases with the increase of viscosity, as expected and observed experimentally in this 
region (see Fig. 3(a)). For high values of R2 the plots become slightly concave (purple curve, for R2 = 
10.1 kΩ) and the oscillation frequency becomes almost insensitive to the fluid viscosity. This trend 
was also observed experimentally in Fig. 3(a). 
Fig. 4(d) (bottom right) presents the same curves for the inverted polarity case, where the system acts 
as a threshold-sensor. In this case, the oscillation frequency is a non-injective function of fluid 
viscosity, as, for example, the purple and green lines show two possible oscillation frequencies for 
each value of viscosity (black and red circles, respectively). However, as discussed in the 
Supplementary Material, the Nyquist Stability Criterion states that the stable solution has the highest 
real part of the transfer function 𝐺(𝑗𝜔) = 𝑝𝐶𝑇(𝑗𝜔)𝑃𝑆(𝑗𝜔)𝑒−𝑗𝜔𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑡 14,20. The real part of this transfer 
function is calculated numerically and plotted within the inset of Fig. 4(d), showing that for R2 = 9 kΩ 
(purple line, red circles) the stable solution occurs at 59 kHz, while for R2 = 10 kΩ (green line, black 
circles) the stable solution is at 33 kHz. These points are plotted in Fig. 4(b) and agree with both the 
experimental observations and Simulink model results. The transition (where the real part of the 
transfer function of both solutions is equal) occurs for R2 = 9.6 kΩ (orange lines). 
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Figure 4. Top panels: experimental and Simulink predicted results for the cantilever ACST. (a) Region of 
continuous-sensor; (b) Region of threshold-sensor; Bottom panels: plots of eq. (1) for the self-sustained 
oscillation frequencies as function of the fluid viscosity. (c) Continuous-sensor, p = 1; (d) Threshold-sensor, p = 
-1. Inset: real part of the transfer function 𝐺(𝑗𝜔) = 𝑝𝐶𝑇(𝑗𝜔)𝑃𝑆(𝑗𝜔)𝑒−𝑗𝜔𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑡 , used to identify the stable 
solution according to the Nyquist Stability Criterion14,20.  
 
In this work the dependence of the oscillation frequency of a self-excited microcantilever is measured 
and modelled as a function of the fluid viscosity and the phase shift of the signal along the loop. This 
setup shows a high signal-to-noise ratio, as it does not involve any of the external frequency sweep 
that are typically used to identify resonance. By tuning the phase of the cantilever (via the phase-
shifter) the user can choose to employ the same device as a continuous sensor, where the oscillation 
frequency changes smoothly with the rheological properties of the fluid, or as a threshold detector, 
where the oscillation frequency rapidly transitions for small changes of viscosity. Such a degree of 
flexibility is not available with current microcantilever-based rheology sensors. 
Supplementary material 
See supplementary material for a detailed mathematical derivation of equation (1). 
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